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===== .. py: import math .. py: from time import time .. py: .. py: # Display the current time in the Gregorian print "Now the time in the Gregorian calendar is: %i:%i:%i" % (time()/3600, (time()/60)%60, (time()/1)) # Display the time in the Gregorian calendar using the current date print "Now the time in the Gregorian calendar is: %i:%i:%i" % time() # Enter the date date = ("3" * 4) + ("11" * 4) +
("23" * 6) + ("12" * 4) + ("12" * 4) + ("2012" * 8) print date # Display the Mayan Calendar in real time from MayaonicCalendarCalculator import MayaonicCalendarCalculator ctr = MayaonicCalendarCalculator() ctr.present() # Display the Mayan calendar print ' ' + str(ctr.currentwave) print ' ' + str(ctr.currentwaveday) print ' ' + str(ctr.calendarday) # Type 'c' to copy to the clipboard # Paste it in the text
editor of your choice # Save the file as a.py file .. py: from MayaonicCalendarCalculator import MayaonicCalendarCalculator .. py: from MayaonicCalendarCalculator import MayaonicCalendarCalculator .. py: print ' ' + str(ctr.currentwave) print ' ' + str(ctr.currentwaveday) print ' ' + str(ctr.calendarday) .. py: # Enter the date date = ("3" * 4) + ("11" * 4) + ("23" * 6) + ("12" * 4) + ("12" * 4) + ("2012" *
8) print date # Display the Mayan Calendar in real time
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- This is a Mac utility application for the Mayaonic Calendar. - This program asks for a date to translate the wave, day type, and month type of the day. - It can be downloaded for free using the links provided below. - To open the application, you only need to click 'Open' and the program will go on line. - Click 'Close' to close the program. - Click 'Restart' to launch the program. - The program only asks
for the month and year of the date. - The program does not ask for any specific date of the day. - The program has a home page, where it shows the latest applications that have been downloaded. - This application has no banner. - The scale is specified from 1.00 to 4.00 for: 1.00: no day type, 2.00: Hieroglyphic, 3.00: Catastrophic, 4.00: Great Flood, etc. - In both the wave type and the day type: - 1.00:
Gregorian Calendar - 2.00: Tzolkin Calendar - This application was originally written in the BASIC programming language, and ported to the.NET environment. Mayaonic Calendar Calculator Cracked 2022 Latest Version Requirements: This application only requires Microsoft Internet Explorer, which is the standard Windows application. Mayaonic Calendar Calculator Frequently Asked Questions: Do I
have to register my date? No. Mayaonic Calendar Calculator does not require registration. It's a simple program. Can I install this application on my Mac? Yes. You can easily install Mayaonic Calendar Calculator on your Mac or PC. Mayaonic Calendar Calculator Download Page: Mayaonic Calendar Calculator Website: Mayaonic Calendar Calculator Download Page: Software House: Lobesoft:
Download all apps: Support: Download the source code: Modifications, contributions, etc, please contact the developer. License: Mayaonic Calendar Calculator is 100% free to download and use. You can copy the code for your own use. You can also sell your programs and/or 6a5afdab4c
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- Whichever month, date or year is selected, the program automatically shows the Nine Waves, - All the Waves are clearly identified, and their own respective names are displayed, as well as their activation period, as determined by the respective historical facts. - The nine waves are preceded by four waves in what is referred to as the 'zero time', or before time, and are followed by four 'end times'. - An
additional option is to view the waves in the order they're displayed, as well as their periods, in two other layouts. - A powerful feature of the program is that it can calculate the period of wave twenty-three, and you can choose a new option to import the Tzolkin value for it. - The Wave days are also indicated, as well as their actual duration, regardless of the fact that the resulting duration can be of one or
more days. - You can also calculate the duration of the end times. - Some of the screens of the program show a graph of the wave vibrations, which is represented in a line, and a graphic which shows how many times the vibrations have been completed, depending on the moment the graph is being viewed. - Two other options are to display a 'wave drawing', and the representation of the mind, that may be
saved in a file for convenience. Mayaonic Calendar Calculator features: - The application can be opened from a file, from the Clipboard or from the command line - There is a help menu that includes a relevant description of each function - There are six different language versions, and the user can change the language at any time by clicking on the language icon. - There is a user's guide that explains the
options available Kaleidoscope of Desirables - the second part of the series - this is a multi-specialty, multi-functional, multi-applicational and multipurpose program which has been created to help increase the probability of success in a huge variety of tasks, such as analyzing various kinds of materials, experiments, observations, science, technology, modern technologies, astronomy, astrophysics,
astrophotography, space exploration, space colonization and colonization missions, dynamics and gravitation, mental abilities, genetics, evolution, philosophy, psychology, sociology, anthropology, economics, human behavior, news, information, communications, society, communities, events, research, entertainment, education, travel, geography, politics, communication, crowdsourcing, computer science,
game theory,

What's New in the Mayaonic Calendar Calculator?

============================================== Mayan Wave Calc: A fast and easy MayaWaveCalc allows you to calculate the Maya Wave calendars numerically, by days, weeks, months or years. MayaWaveCalc is a classical numerical Alchemical calculator that allows you to calculate the following: - Maya Wave Calendar number - The type of Wave according to the color, if any - The
time of the Wave according to the color, if any. You have the possibility to change the currently selected wave, modify the starting date and you can do the calculations manually in minutes. MayaWaveCalc Readme-Help: ========================= - Useful information: - Import options - MayaWaveCalc Options: - Add another wave to the MayaWaveCalc window: - Decimal to decimal
(DD.MM.YYYY, etc.) : - The date range (DATE_1, DATE_2, etc.) : - The duration (start_day, month, year_start, year_end, etc.) : - Here you can see the current wave: - Start day: - Months: - Wave colors: - Days: - Years: - FFT: Frequency, amplitude, power, phase shift: - Energy form: - Magnetism: - Magnetism (magnitude): - Magnetic intensity (amplitude): - Magnetic diff. (magnitude): - Magnetism
diff. (magnitude): - Wave magnitude: - Definite (magnitude): - Flow: - Flow (amplitude): - Radiance: - Radiance (amplitude): - Radiance diff. (magnitude): - Radiance diff. (magnitude): MayaWaveCalc a) ===================== You can find an example of use in this video: HD Video Tutorial: MayaWaveCalc options and how to use them:
============================================ Here is a preview of the interface: (Please click PLAY to see it in action) [How to use the options:] - You can remove the labels from the buttons in the interface by moving the cursor over it and pressing the 'Delete' button, then press OK - By default, MayaWaveCalc allows you to add another wave to the
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System Requirements For Mayaonic Calendar Calculator:

All software listed below has been thoroughly tested on Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 and Windows Server 2012 R2. Installing software Microsoft Windows 10 Windows Server 2012 R2 Windows 7 Windows 8 1. Download “System File Checker” from Microsoft website ( ) 2. After download is complete, click “Run” and the file will be installed 3. Run the program and then click “Scan
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